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he nuclear pore complexes (NPCs) are evolutionarily
conserved assemblies that allow trafﬁc between the
cytoplasm and the nucleus. In this study, we have
identiﬁed and characterized a novel human nuclear
pore protein, hNup133, through its homology with the
 
Saccharomyces cerevisiae
 
 nucleoporin scNup133. Two-
 
hybrid screens and immunoprecipitation experiments revealed
a direct and evolutionarily conserved interaction between
Nup133 and Nup84/Nup107 and indicated that hNup133
and hNup107 are part of a NPC subcomplex that con-
tains two other nucleoporins (the previously characterized
hNup96 and a novel nucleoporin designated as hNup120)
homologous to constituents of the scNup84 subcomplex.
T
 
We further demonstrate that hNup133 and hNup107 are
localized on both sides of the NPC to which they are stably
associated at interphase, remain associated as part of a
NPC subcomplex during mitosis, and are targeted at early
stages to the reforming nuclear envelope. Throughout mito-
sis, a fraction of hNup133 and hNup107 localizes to the
 
kinetochores, thus revealing an unexpected connection
between structural NPCs constituents and kinetochores.
Photobleaching experiments further showed that the mitotic
cytoplasm contains kinetochore-binding competent hNup-
133 molecules and that in contrast to its stable association
with the NPCs the interaction of this nucleoporin with ki-
netochores is dynamic.
 
Introduction
 
The nuclear pore complexes (NPCs)* are macromolecular
assemblies that mediate molecular exchanges across the nu-
clear envelope. EM observations have revealed their highly
conserved architecture characterized by an eightfold sym-
metric framework that encircles a central transporter and pe-
ripheral filamentous structures extending into both the cyto-
plasm and the nucleus (for review see Stoffler et al., 1999).
The NPCs, which have an estimated molecular mass of
60 MD in the yeast 
 
Saccharomyces cerevisiae 
 
and 125 MD
in vertebrates, are composed of 30–50 distinct proteins
(termed nucleoporins) present in multiple copies. In recent
years, rapid progress in the characterization of 
 
S. cerevisiae
 
NPC components has led to an essentially complete list of
NPC constituents in this organism (for review see Vasu and
Forbes, 2001). In vertebrates, 
 
 
 
20 nucleoporins have been
characterized to date at the molecular level (for review see
Vasu and Forbes, 2001). Sequence comparison of vertebrate
 
and 
 
S. cerevisiae
 
 nucleoporins (subsequently referred to as
scNupX) has led to the identification of homologous nucle-
oporins, and in few cases evolutionarily conserved NPC sub-
complexes have also been characterized (for review see Bel-
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gareh and Doye, 1999; Stoffler et al., 1999; Vasu and
Forbes, 2001).
An extensively characterized building block of the 
 
S. cere-
visiae 
 
NPC is the scNup84 subcomplex, which consists of
scNup84, scNup85, scNup120, scNup145-C (the in vivo–
cleaved COOH-terminal half of scNup145), scSeh1 (Sec13
homologue 1), and a fraction of scSec13 (Siniossoglou et al.,
1996; Teixeira et al., 1997). This complex has been shown
recently to exhibit a Y-shaped structure with an average di-
ameter of 25 nm (Siniossoglou et al., 2000). Mutations of
nucleoporins that belong to the scNup84 complex lead to
specific defects in the export of mRNA and to a constitutive
clustering of the NPCs (for review see Doye and Hurt,
1997). Recently, the vertebrate homologue of scNup145-C,
Nup96, was shown to comigrate on a sucrose gradient with
Nup107 (the vertebrate homologue of scNup84) (Radu et
al., 1994; Siniossoglou et al., 1996), mammalian sec13, and
p37 (a sec13-related protein), suggesting that the scNup84
complex might have been conserved partly during evolution
(Fontoura et al., 1999).
Although scNup133 shares very similar phenotypes and is
genetically linked to the members of the scNup84 complex
(Doye et al., 1994; Siniossoglou et al., 1996), biochemical
approaches did not previously allow the characterization of
any interaction between scNup133 and constituents of the
scNup84 complex. To address this question in another or-
ganism and get access to the dynamics of these nucleoporins
at the various stages of the cell cycle, we have characterized
the human homologue of scNup133. Two hybrid screens
and immunoprecipitation experiments indicated that hNup-
133 is part of a vertebrate NPC subcomplex that also
contains hNup107, hNup96, and a novel mammalian nu-
cleoporin homologous to scNup120. Immunoelectron mi-
croscopy revealed that like their 
 
S. cerevisiae
 
 counterparts
hNup107 and hNup133 are localized on both sides of the
NPC. Using immunofluorescence and in vivo analysis of
GFP-tagged hNup133 and hNup107, we demonstrate that
hNup133 and hNup107 are stable components of the NPC
in interphase, remain associated with each other during mi-
tosis, and are targeted at early stages to the reforming nuclear
envelope. Unexpectedly, this study further revealed that a
fraction of hNup133 and hNup107 associates with the kinet-
ochores from prophase to late anaphase and that the interac-
tion of hNup133 with kinetochores is dynamic.
 
Results
 
The human homologue of 
 
S. cerevisiae 
 
Nup133 
displays an evolutionarily conserved interaction
with Nup84/107
 
By screening
 
 Schizosaccharomyces pombe 
 
and higher eukary-
ote databases, we identified two distinct 
 
S. pombe
 
 ORFs
(which we designated as spNup133a and spNup133b) and
one human ORF (subsequently referred to as hNup133)
that displayed 18–20% identity with scNup133 over their
entire length (see Materials and methods; Fig. S1 available at
http://www.jcb.org/content/vol154/issue6). Consistent with
its homology with scNup133, indirect immunofluorescence
analysis of hNup133 localization in HeLa cells revealed a
punctuate nuclear rim staining typical for nuclear pores, a
 
localization which was further confirmed in cells expressing
GFP
 
3
 
-hNup133 (Fig. 1 A).
To identify specific partners of this evolutionarily con-
served nucleoporin, two-hybrid screens based either on
scNup133 and an 
 
S. cerevisiae 
 
genomic library or on
hNup133 and a human cDNA library were carried out (see
Materials and methods). Strikingly, the most frequent candi-
dates found in these screens were scNup84 and its human
homologue, hNup107 (Radu et al., 1994; Siniossoglou et al.,
1996). Comparison of the 5
 
 
 
 junctions and fragment sizes al-
lowed the definition of the last 277 amino acids of scNup84
and the last 66 amino acids of hNup107 as the minimal do-
mains sufficient for the interaction with scNup133 and
hNup133, respectively. We further demonstrated that this
interaction is evolutionarily conserved, since spNup133a and
Figure 1. hNup133 localizes to the NPC and interacts with 
hNup107 in the yeast two-hybrid assay. (A) hNup133 localizes to 
the NPC. (a) Whole cell extracts from HeLa cells either nontrans-
fected (1) or transfected with the pEGFP3-hNup133 vector (2) were 
analyzed by Western blot using affinity purified anti-hNup133. 
Molecular mass markers are in kD. (b) Immunofluorescence analysis 
of methanol-fixed HeLa cells using affinity purified anti-hNup133 
antibodies. Nuclear DNA was stained with DAPI. (c) Fluorescence 
analysis of living HeLa cells expressing the GFP3-hNup133 fusion. 
The shape of the nucleus is revealed on the corresponding phase–
contrast image. In b and c, cells were photographed in two different 
focal planes that reveal the discontinuous nuclear rim (left) and the 
punctuate staining on the surface of the nuclear envelope (middle). 
(B) S. cerevisiae, S. pombe, and human Nup133 interact with 
Nup84/Nup107 in a yeast two-hybrid assay. Strain CG194 was 
transformed with pAS   plasmids expressing the Gal4p-BD
either alone (control) or in fusion with scNup133, spNup133a, 
spNup133b, or hNup133 as indicated. Strain Y187 was transformed 
with pACTII plasmids expressing the Gal4p-AD either alone (C) or in 
fusion with the COOH-terminal domain of scNup84 (sc), spNup107 
(sp), or hNup107 (h). Following mating, diploids expressing both 
plasmids were spotted onto minimum medium either lacking leu-
cine and tryptophan (DO-LW) or lacking leucine, tryptophan, and 
histidine but containing 5 mM 3-aminotriazole (DO-LWH   3AT), 
and the plates were incubated at 30 C for 3 d. Bars, 10  m. 
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spNup133b also interact with spNup107, the 
 
S. pombe 
 
ho-
mologue of scNup84/hNup107 (Tran et al., 2001) (Fig. 1
B). Furthermore, the fact that scNup133 and both 
 
S. pombe
 
Nup133 homologues interact almost exclusively with scNup84
and spNup107, respectively, in a species-specific manner
(Fig. 1 B) strongly suggests that the two-hybrid interaction
between Nup133 and Nup84/107 is direct (a putative bridg-
ing protein would indeed allow interaction between Nup133
and Nup84/107 from the various species).
 
hNup133 and hNup107 belong to an NPC subcomplex 
that contains hNup96 and a novel protein homologous 
to scNup120
 
Although our data indicate that the two-hybrid interaction
between Nup133 and Nup84/107 is highly specific and
may also take place in wild-type yeast and human cells,
scNup133 has never been reported to be present in the
scNup84 complex (Siniossoglou et al., 1996, 2000; see Dis-
cussion). Therefore, we decided to characterize the interac-
tion between hNup133 and hNup107 in human cells. Im-
munoprecipitation experiments performed on HeLa cell
extracts using anti-hNup107 or anti-hNup133 antibodies
revealed that these two nucleoporins coprecipitate efficiently
with each other, whereas neither p62 nor any other nucle-
oporin recognized by the mAb414 antibody could be de-
tected in the immune pellets (Fig. 2 A). Silver-staining anal-
ysis of the immunoprecipitates obtained with anti-hNup107
(Fig. 2 B) and anti-hNup133 (Fig. 2 E) reproducibly re-
vealed four specific bands of similar intensity that migrated
in the 100–150-kD range. Matrix-assisted laser desorption/
ionization time of flight (MALDI-TOF) and quadrupole
time-of-flight (Q-TOF) spectrometry analysis confirmed the
identity of bands 2 and 4 as hNup133 and hNup107 and
further identified band 3 as hNup96 (the human homo-
logue of scNup145-C) and band 1 as an uncharacterized
149-kD protein referred to in the database as KIAA0197
(sequence data available from GenBank/EMBL/DDBJ un-
der accession no. G02870). Blast searches revealed that the
KIAA0197 protein showed significant homology to an 
 
S.
pombe
 
 ORF coding for a 130-kD protein designated as
SPBC3B9.16C (sequence data available from GenBank/
EMBL/DDBJ under accession no. T40355) and to scNup-
120 (Fig. S2 available at http://www.jcb.org/content/
vol154/issue6). Accordingly and irrespective of their ap-
parent molecular weights, we have designated the human
and the 
 
S. pombe
 
 proteins as hNup120 and spNup120, re-
spectively.
It was demonstrated previously that Nup107 sediments
on sucrose gradients from enriched NPC fractions as a
unique peak that also contains Nup96, mSec13, a novel
sec13-related protein, and two additional proteins of 
 
 
 
150
kD (Fontoura et al., 1999). Although the existence of dis-
tinct hNup107-containing complexes of similar properties
cannot be ruled out formally, these sedimentation data to-
gether with our results, demonstrating the coprecipitation of
the same subset of nucleoporins with both anti-hNup-
133 and anti-hNup107 antibodies, suggest strongly that
hNup133 belongs to the hNup107 NPC subcomplex that
also contains at least hNup120 and hNup96 (see Dis-
cussion). The two proteins of 
 
 
 
150 kD observed by Fon-
tura et al
 
. 
 
(1999) thus likely correspond to hNup120 and
hNup133.
During mitosis, the soluble components of mammalian
NPCs are partially disassembled into subcomplexes and dis-
persed throughout the mitotic cytosol. To analyze the bio-
logical relevance of this biochemically identified NPC sub-
complex in mitotic cells, we performed immunoprecipitation
experiments from interphase and mitotic populations of
Figure 2. Immunoprecipitation of HeLa cell extracts 
using anti-hNup107 or anti-hNup133 antibodies. (A) 
Immunoprecipitation of HeLa interphasic cell extract 
using preimmune ( ) or immune ( ) sera directed 
against the NH2-terminal domain of hNup107 or 
against hNup133. Equivalent amounts of total extracts 
(T) and immune supernatants (S) and a fivefold equiva-
lent of the immune pellets (P) were analyzed by 
immunoblot using anti-hNup133, hNup107, or the 
mAb414 antibody that mainly recognized p62. (B) 
Silver staining of immunoprecipitates from HeLa cell 
extracts obtained with preimmune ( ) or immune ( ) 
anti-hNup107 serum. (C and D) Same as A, using 
interphasic (I) or mitotic (M) extracts from HeLa cells. 
Note that hNup133 migrates as a more diffuse band in 
the mitotic extracts and that the slowly migrating 
forms of hNup33 are also precipitated efficiently by 
the anti-hNup107 antibody. (E) Interphasic (I) or 
mitotic (M) immune pellets obtained with affinity 
purified anti-hNup133 antibodies were analyzed by 
silver staining. In both samples, the same four 
prominent bands corresponding to hNup120, 
hNup133, hNup96, and hNup107 are present. In the 
immune pellet from mitotic extract, band 3 migrates 
as a doublet (*). 
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HeLa cells. The four major constituents of the hNup133-
hNup107–containing complex were found to coprecipitate
in mitotic cell extracts with a stoichiometry similar in both
interphasic and mitotic precipitates (Fig. 2, C–E), demon-
strating that these nucleoporins remain as a stable subcom-
plex during mitosis.
 
hNup133 and hNup107 are localized on both sides of 
the nuclear pore complex
 
We determined the localization of these human nucleopor-
ins within the NPC using at first a differential permeabiliza-
tion protocol based on the fact that low concentrations of
digitonin permeabilize the plasma membrane but leave the
nuclear membrane intact (Adam et al., 1990). Although
lamin B or Nup153, used as controls, were detected only in
Triton X-100–permeabilized cells, anti-hNup133 and anti-
hNup107 antibodies labeled the nuclear envelope in both
digitonin- and Triton X-100–permeabilized cells, indicating
that these nucleoporins are at least located at the cytoplasmic
face of the NPC (unpublished data).
 
To determine whether these two nucleoporins are also
present on the nuclear side of the NPC, ultrathin sections of
HeLa cells fixed and processed for ultracryomicrotomy were
immunogold-labeled using as primary antibodies an affinity
purified anti-hNup133 antibody (Fig. 3 A) or two distinct
anti-hNup107 antibodies (Fig. 3, B and C). Analysis of the
distribution of the gold particles revealed that like their 
 
S.
cerevisiae
 
 homologues hNup133 and hNup107 are localized
to both the cytoplasmic and nucleoplasmic faces of the nu-
clear envelope (Fig. 3, right).
 
hNup133 and hNup107 are stably associated with the 
NPC during interphase
 
To gain insight into the dynamics of hNup133 and
hNup107, we selected mammalian cell lines stably express-
ing triple GFP-tagged versions of both proteins. In these
cells, FRAP was used to assay the turnover of both nucle-
oporins in the NPC from interphase cells. Strikingly, neither
hNup133 nor hNup107 showed any detectable recovery up
to 1 h after the photobleach (unpublished data). Thus, we
performed FRAP experiments where we monitored the re-
covery in living cells for up to 30 h after the photobleach
(Fig. 4 A). Although the kinetics of recovery tended to vary
between individual cells depending on the length of inter-
phase, we found that hNup107 and hNup133 did not re-
cover 
 
 
 
60% of their fluorescence during interphase even if
cells were bleached in early G1 (4 h after anaphase onset)
(Fig. 4, A–C; videos 1 and 2 available at http://www.jcb.org/
content/vol154/issue6). Accordingly, both hNup133 and
hNup107 remain very stably associated with the same NPC
for the entire duration of interphase (
 
 
 
16 h in the cell lined
used). In addition, the bleached region did not intermix
with the unbleached areas of the nucleus before the next mi-
tosis (Fig. 4, A and B), indicating a low mobility of mamma-
lian NPCs within the plane of the nuclear envelope (in
agreement with our recent study, Daigle et al., 2001). Cells
in which half the nuclear pores were bleached divided nor-
mally, and the daughter cells formed nuclei with a uniform
distribution of the unbleached molecules in all nuclear pores
(Fig. 4 D). Thus, in mitosis bleached and unbleached hNup-
133-hNup107–containing complexes are released from the
whole NPC and randomly partitioned between the daughter
cells where they assemble normally into new NPCs early af-
ter mitosis. The fact that the bleached cells divided normally
and that both nucleoporins equilibrated with all new NPCs
after mitosis also demonstrates that the low turnover was not
due to photo damage.
 
hNup133 and hNup107 are recruited at early stages of 
nuclear envelope reassembly
 
We further analyzed the kinetics of recruitment of these
two nucleoporins during nuclear envelope reassembly by
comparing their behavior to that of two previously charac-
terized nucleoporins, p62 and Nup153
 
 
 
(Bodoor et al.,
1999) (Fig. 5). Double immunofluorescence analysis of
paraformaldehyde-fixed HeLa cells revealed that hNup133
and hNup107 concentrated at the nuclear periphery dur-
ing anaphase well in advance of p62 (Fig. 5, A and B) and
with a timing roughly coincident with that of Nup153
(Fig. 5, C and D). As a complementary approach, we also
Figure 3. Immunolocalization of hNup133 and hNup107 on both 
sides of the NPC. Cryo-sections of paraformaldehyde-fixed HeLa 
cells were labeled with affinity purified anti-hNup133 antibody (A), 
anti-hNup107-N1 serum (B), or affinity purified anti-hNup107-N2 
antibody (C). Typical patterns of nuclear pore labeling obtained 
with the various antibodies are shown. The cytoplasmic faces of the 
nuclear envelopes are oriented towards the top of each micrograph. 
Statistical analysis of the distribution of the gold particles over the 
NPC is presented on the right. 
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followed the in vivo dynamics of GFP
 
3
 
-hNup133 and
GFP
 
3
 
-hNup107 in stably transfected mitotic cells from
metaphase to G1 of the cell cycle by fast high resolution
four-dimensional confocal imaging (see Materials and
methods). As a temporal reference, metaphase/anaphase
transition identified in simultaneously acquired DIC im-
age stacks (Fig. 6, A and B, right columns) was used as
time zero. In agreement with data obtained in fixed cells,
we found that both nucleoporins exhibited an early re-
cruitment from the soluble cytoplasmic pool to the chro-
mosome periphery, producing a well-defined rim in late
anaphase (
 
 
 
4 min after anaphase onset) (Fig. 6, A and B;
videos 3 and 4 available at http://www.jcb.org/content/
vol154/issue6). In telophase (
 
 
 
8 min after anaphase on-
set), the majority of the soluble pool of both proteins had
been recruited in a clear rim pattern enclosing the chro-
mosomes. A diffuse recruitment of GFP
 
3
 
-hNup107 but
not GFP
 
3
 
-hNup133 to the chromosome periphery was
also observed from early anaphase (
 
 
 
1 min after anaphase
onset) until late anaphase when it started to accumulate in
a clear rim pattern concomitant with hNup133’s recruit-
ment to the chromosome periphery (Fig. 6, A, 04:40,
compared with B, 04:05).
 
hNup133 and hNup107 localize to kinetochores in 
mitotic cells
 
Unexpectedly, immunofluorescence analysis of paraformal-
dehyde-fixed cells in metaphase or early stages of anaphase
using anti-hNup133 or anti-hNup107 antibodies also re-
vealed a faint albeit reproducible dot-like labeling at the cen-
ter of the metaphase plate or adjacent to the spindle in
anaphase cells (Fig. 5, C and D, arrows). A similar dot-like
localization was also detectable over the surrounding cyto-
plasmic signal for GFP
 
3
 
-hNup133 and GFP
 
3
 
-hNup107 in
stably transfected mitotic NRK cells (Figure 6, A and B).
Confocal stacks and three-dimensional reconstructions from
such live metaphase cells treated with low concentrations of
the in vivo
 
 
 
DNA dye Hoechst 33342 showed paired dots on
both sides of each metaphase chromosome, a pattern charac-
teristic of centromere/kinetochore localization (Fig. 7, A and
B). Immunofluorescence analyses of methanol-fixed HeLa
cells using an autoimmune CREST serum that labels con-
stitutive constituents of the centromeres/kinetochores
confirmed that the dot-like structures labeled by GFP
 
3
 
-
hNup133 in stably transfected HeLa cells (Fig. 7 C) and by
our various anti-hNup107 and anti-hNup133 antibodies in
nontransfected HeLa cells (Fig. 8, A and B) correspond to
Figure 4. Turnover of GFP3-hNup107 
and GFP3-hNup133 at the NPCs mea-
sured by FRAP. (A) Long-term FRAP 
experiment of NRK cells stably express-
ing GFP3-hNup107 or GFP3-hNup133. 
Half of the nucleus was bleached  5 h 
after mitosis in G1, and the fluorescence 
recovery was followed until the next mi-
tosis. A confocal section focussed auto-
matically on the lower part of the 
nucleus was acquired every 15 min. The 
images were contrast enhanced for dis-
play in a still figure. See also videos 1 
and 2 available at http://www.jcb.org/
content/vol154/issue6. (B and C) Ratios 
of background-subtracted average inten-
sities of the bleached half versus the 
nonbleached half of the nuclei shown in 
A are plotted against time. Data points 
are 15-min intervals. (D) Confocal 
sections of an NRK cell stably expressing 
GFP3-hNup107 or GFP3-hNup133 
before, during, and after mitosis. Bleach-
ing and acquisition conditions were the 
same as in A. The images are contrast 
enhanced and smoothed with a 3   3 
median filter. Time is indicated in hh:
mm:ss. Bars, 5  m. 
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kinetochores. Higher magnification of merged images from
metaphase and early anaphase cells further revealed that the
hNup107 or hNup133 signals were located at the outer re-
gion of centromeres adjacent to the CREST staining (Fig. 8
A; unpublished data).
In contrast to the CREST serum that labels the cen-
tromeres throughout the cell cycle, the labeling observed
with anti-hNup133 and anti-hNup107 was not observed in
interphase cells (Fig. 8 B, a; unpublished data). Since assem-
bly of the kinetochores is a hierarchical process (Chan et al.,
1998), we further characterized the timing of appearance of
hNup133 at the kinetochores. A faint yet specific staining
was observed already in prophase, while hNup133 was still
mainly localized to the nuclear envelope (Fig 7 C, c, and Fig.
8 B, b). At this stage p150
 
Glued
 
, a subunit of the dynactin
complex that transiently associates with the nuclear envelope
during prophase (Busson et al., 1998) and with kinetochores
during prometaphase (Echeverri et al., 1996) was still ex-
cluded entirely from the nuclear interior (Fig. 7 C, c; un-
published data). Unlike several kinetochore-associated pro-
teins, hNup133 staining persisted on the kinetochore of
aligned chromosome and remained detectable on the kineto-
chores until late anaphase at a time point when it was associ-
ated already with the reforming nuclear envelope (Fig. 8 B,
e). Finally, the kinetochore localization of a fraction of
hNup133 was also observed in nocodazole-treated cells, in-
dicating that it is independent of the continuous presence of
microtubules (Fig. 7 C, d; unpublished data).
 
Dynamics of hNup133 at the kinetochore
 
The low turnover of hNup107/hNup133 in the nuclear en-
velope prompted us to investigate the dynamics of their in-
teraction with kinetochores. To this end, NRK cells stably
expressing GFP
 
3
 
-hNup133 that gave a slightly higher kinet-
Figure 5. Fluorescence microscopy of HeLa cells la-
beled with anti-hNup133 and anti-p62 (A), anti-
hNup107 and anti-p62 (B), anti-hNup133 and anti-
Nup153 (C), and anti-hNup107 and anti-Nup153 (D) 
and stained with DAPI. Cells were fixed in formal
dehyde and permeabilized with Triton X-100. Digital 
confocal micrographs of cells at various stages of mi-
tosis are presented. (Merge) Superimposition of the 
hNup133 or hNup107 (red) and p62 or Nup153 
(green) signals. hNup133 and hNup107 appear to be 
recruited to the chromatin periphery clearly ahead of 
p62 and coincident to or slightly ahead of Nup153 in 
anaphase (C and D, arrowheads). Arrows in C and D 
point to specific dot-like structures labeled with 
hNup133 or hNup107 but not Nup153. Bars, 5  m. 
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ochore signal than GFP
 
3
 
-hNup107 cells were used. From
prometaphase to early anaphase, these cells contained only
two pools of hNup133: diffuse cytoplasmic and kinetochore
localized. Four-dimensional FRAP experiments (see Materi-
als and methods) in which the entire kinetochore fraction of
GFP
 
3
 
-hNup133 was photobleached were carried out to see
if this pool could recover from the cytoplasmic reservoir.
FRAPs were started in prometaphase and completed before
anaphase onset when the imminent nuclear assembly would
have complicated the measurement. All cells used for pho-
tobleaching initiated anaphase normally, serving as a control
for photo damage (Fig. 9 A, fifth panel). Recovery of kineto-
chore hNup133 was observed after several minutes (Fig. 9
A) with a halftime of 132 
 
 
 
 64 s (Fig. 9 C), meaning that it
took over 2 min to exchange half of the GFP
 
3
 
-hNup133
molecules bound to kinetochores with freely diffusing mole-
cules in the cytoplasm. An immobile fraction of 34 
 
 
 
 16%
 
that did not exchange at all over the course of 
 
 
 
10 min was
also characterized in these experiments (Fig. 9 C). Using a
simple kinetic model for the exchange of the mobile fraction
of GFP
 
3
 
-hNup133 with a single binding site on kineto-
chores (Fig. S3 and supplemental methods available at http:/
/www.jcb.org/content/vol154/issue6), we could estimate its
dissociation constant as 
 
k
 
off
 
 
 
 
 
 0.0058
 
 
 
1 
 
 
 
 0.0026
 
 
 
1 
 
s. Thus
1/
 
koff, the mean residence time, was 172   77 s, meaning
on average each GFP3-hNup133 molecule spent  3 min
bound to kinetochores before it exited to the cytoplasm.
As an independent way of determining these parameters,
we performed fluorescence loss in photobleaching (FLIP)
experiments in which the kinetochore fraction would be de-
pleted indirectly by repetitive bleaching of the cytoplasm if it
was able to exchange from its binding site (Fig. 9 B). As ex-
pected, kinetochores lost  60% of their GFP3-hNup133
fluorescence over the course of  8 min, albeit with much
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Figure 6. In vivo analysis of GFP3-hNup133 and GFP3-hNup107 
dynamics in mitosis. (A) Four-dimensional confocal sequence of an 
NRK cell stably expressing GFP3-hNup133. The sequence extends 
from metaphase/anaphase transition to telophase. Confocal z-stacks 
with six slices every 1.5  m were acquired in 5-s intervals. A single 
z-slice containing the best-focused GFP signal is displayed for rep-
resentative time points. Left panels show GFP fluorescence to local-
ize the nucleoporin; right panels show the simultaneously acquired 
DIC images to visualize the chromosomes. Due to the low signal to 
noise ratio in a single confocal section, fluorescence images were 
contrast enhanced and smoothed with a 3   3 median filter to 
remove detector shot noise. Time is indicated in mm:ss. See also 
video 3 available at http://www.jcb.org/content/vol154/issue6. (B) 
Same as in A but from a cell stably expressing GFP3-hNup107. Time 
interval between z-stacks is 10 s. Note the earlier diffuse recruit-
ment of GFP3-hNup107 to the chromatin surface compared with 
GFP3-hNup133. See also video 4 available at http://www.jcb.org/
content/vol154/issue6. Bars, 5  m.
slower kinetics than the directly bleached cytoplasm (Fig. 9,
B and D). The different kinetics demonstrate that depletion
of kinetochores is not limited by diffusion but by the slower
dissociation of hNup133 from kinetochores. Using a simple
two-compartment model of fluxes between kinetochores
and cytoplasm (methods available at http://www.jcb.org/
content/vol154/issue6), we estimate the dissociation from
kinetochores to koff   0.0054
 1   0.0013
 1 s by fitting the
experimental FLIP data (Fig. S3 and supplemental methods
available at http://www.jcb.org/content/vol154/issue6). koff
obtained by this independent approach is in excellent agree-
ment with the FRAP result. In addition, it should be noted
that we could not deplete  70% of the kinetochore fluores-
cence by repetitive bleaching and that the quality of the fit
to the experimental data by the compartmental model was
improved if  30% of the kinetochore-bound fraction was
defined as immobile (Fig. S3 and supplemental meth-
ods available at http://www.jcb.org/content/vol154/issue6).
This further validates the finding of a significant immobile
fraction of hNup133 on kinetochores in our FRAP experi-
ments.
Discussion
The S. cerevisiae Nup84- and the human
Nup107-containing NPC subcomplexes: similarities 
and specificities
In this paper, we have identified hNup133, a human nucle-
oporin homologous to scNup133, and demonstrated its evo-
lutionarily conserved interaction with Nup84/107. Immu-
noprecipitation experiments revealed that the same subset of
nucleoporins (namely hNup120, hNup133, hNup96, and
hNup107) can be pulled down with either anti-hNup133 or
anti-hNup107 antibodies. Thus, these data strengthen and
extend the previously reported interaction between Nup107
and Nup96, which was so far based on their cosedimenta-
tion as a unique peak on a sucrose gradient from solubilized
NPCs (Fontoura et al., 1999). They also indicate the exist-
ence of a major hNup107 complex that includes, besides
hNup133, other nucleoporins homologous to constituents
of the scNup84 complex.
Although hNup133 thus appears as a constitutive subunit
of the hNup107 complex, scNup133 had not been detected
previously in the scNup84 complex (Siniossoglou et al.,
1996, 2000). This could result from the high sensitivity of
scNup133 to proteolysis. Alternatively, considering that
scNup133 interacts directly with scNup84 (as demonstrated
by the species-specific two-hybrid interaction) and that
scNup84 resides peripherally within the scNup84 complex
(Siniossoglou et al., 2000), scNup133 might be associated
loosely to the periphery of the scNup84 complex. Con-
versely, although scNup85 is an essential constituent of the
scNup84 complex (Siniossoglou et al., 2000), no major
band could be detected in the 75-kD range (the theoretical
molecular weight of the putative human homologue of
scNup85; unpublished data) on silver-stained gels from
hNup133 or hNup107 immune pellets. In addition, no spe-
cific protein migrating at  75 kD was recorded to cosedi-
ment specifically on the sucrose gradient with Nup96 and
Nup107 (Fontoura et al., 1999). If present in the hNup107
complex, the putative mammalian homologue of scNup85
may, as hypothesized for scNup133, be either loosely associ-
ated with this complex or more sensitive to proteolysis.
Alternatively, hNup85 may not migrate at its expected mo-
lecular weight. Finally, although mSec13 and a novel sec13-
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Nup107 and Nup96 (Fontoura et al., 1999), their presence
in our immune pellets could not be assessed so far, since
their putative signals could not be resolved from the immu-
noglobulin light chains.
Immunofluorescence experiments on semipermeabil-
ized  cells and immunoelectron microscopy revealed that
hNup133 and hNup107 are localized on both sides of the
NPC. However, previous studies performed with an anti-
body directed against a 200–amino acid domain of hNup96
revealed its specific localization on the nucleoplasmic side of
the NPC (Fontoura et al., 1999). This could result from the
specific enrichment on the nucleoplasmic side of the NPC
of a fraction of Nup96, which would not associate with the
hNup107 complex. Conversely, Nup96 may be present only
in a subfraction of hNup107 complexes containing the other
components and localized on the nucleoplasmic side of the
NPC. However, the fact that Nup96 sediments as a unique
peak on the sucrose gradient (Fontoura et al., 1999) together
with the previously described localization of scNup133 and
the various members of the scNup84 complex (Rout et al.,
2000) rather suggests that the entire hNup107 NPC sub-
complex displays a symmetric localization on both sides of
the NPC (Fontoura et al., 1999). Thus, the observed dis-
crepancy could be due to a biased accessibility of the epitope
recognized by this anti-Nup96 antibody. Together, these
data indicate that the scNup84- and hNup107-containing
complexes are structurally and possibly functionally related.
The hNup107 complex behaves as a structural building 
block of the mammalian NPCs
The characterization in mammalian cells of this evolutionarily
conserved NPC complex enabled us to address the dynamics
of its subunits in both interphase and mitosis thereby provid-
ing a set of functional data that could not be obtained in
yeast. Immunofluorescence studies and four-dimensional in
vivo imaging during nuclear envelope reassembly revealed an
early recruitment of both nucleoporins from the soluble cyto-
plasmic pool to the chromosome periphery, producing a well-
defined rim in late anaphase. In vivo imaging also indicated
that a fraction of GFP3-hNup107 was recruited diffusely to
the chromosome surface  2–3 min earlier than hNup133, a
rather unexpected difference, since our biochemical data indi-
cate that hNup133 and hNup107 remain in a stable complex
in metaphase-arrested cells. Because the in vivo approach re-
lies on the use of GFP-tagged nucleoporins, this discrepancy
could be due to the mild overexpression inherent to the use of
stably transfected tissue culture cells. Alternatively, there
might also be a pool of uncomplexed subunits for both pro-
teins. The chromosome-recruited fraction of hNup107 might
then provide a template for the formation of additional
hNup107/hNup133 complexes during anaphase.
In either case, the early chromosome labeling, which
precedes by several minutes the formation of the nuclear
membrane (unpublished data) and the recruitment of
many other nucleoporin characterized to date (Bodoor et
al., 1999), makes the hNup107 complex a likely key player
in an early step of NPC reassembly after mitosis. In ad-
dition, FRAP experiments revealed an extremely low turn-
over of both nucleoporins in single NPCs during in-
terphase. The identical behavior of these two soluble
Figure 7. GFP3-hNup133 and GFP3-hNup107 localize to kineto-
chores of mitotic cells. (A and B) Live metaphase NRK cells stably 
expressing GFP3-hNup133 (A) or GFP3-hNup107 (B) (green) and 
stained with Hoechst 33342 (10 ng/mL; red) were imaged by confo-
cal microscopy. (A) Five consecutive optical sections acquired every 
1.5  m show GFP3-hNup133 on kinetochores whose distribution on 
both sides of the metaphase plate is illustrated by the three-
dimensional reconstruction of the entire z-stack. (B) The same local-
ization pattern is observed in cells stably expressing GFP3-Nup107 
shown in three representative optical sections. (C) HeLa cells express-
ing GFP3-hNup133 fixed with cold methanol and labeled with CREST 
serum, anti-p150
Glued, and DAPI. Cells in c and d were treated for
14 h with nocodazole (5   10
 7 M). Digital confocal micrographs of 
cells respectively in interphase (a), metaphase (b), prophase (c), or 
blocked in prometaphase (d) are presented. Bars, 5  m.1156 The Journal of Cell Biology | Volume 154, Number 6, 2001
nucleoporins strongly suggests that the entire hNup107
complex is bound tightly to the NPC and is exchanged
only once per cell cycle, consistent with a structural func-
tion of this complex within the NPC. In comparison,
Nup153 has a high turnover rate in the order of seconds,
whereas such a stable association with the NPC was so far
observed only for the membrane-anchored POM121 nu-
cleoporin (Daigle et al., 2001).
Thus, in the future it will be of interest to correlate these
data with the proposed structural intermediates in NPC as-
sembly that have been imaged in Xenopus egg extracts using
high resolution scanning EM (Goldberg et al., 1997). In
particular, because of the Y shape of the scNup84 complex
(Siniossoglou et al., 2000) it is tempting to speculate that
this conserved NPC subcomplex might build up the star-
ring region of the NPC, a structure consisting of eight trian-
gular subunits that appears as an early intermediate in NPC
assembly (Goldberg et al., 1997).
A novel link between NPC constituents
and kinetochores
The most unexpected result arising from this study was the
localization of a pool of both hNup133 and hNup107 to the
mitotic kinetochores. This dual localization does not reflect
the existence of specific splice variants recognized by the an-
tibodies, since a fraction of transfected GFP-tagged hNup-
133 or hNup107 is recruited similarly to the kinetochores
during mitosis. Our immunofluorescence data and in vivo
labeling studies indicate that only a minor fraction of
hNup133 and hNup107 is localized at the kinetochores, the
remaining pool giving rise to a diffuse staining throughout
the mitotic cytoplasm. The overall stability of the hNup107
complex in metaphase-arrested cells suggests that all of the
constituents of the hNup107 complex may associate with ki-
netochores. However, since this kinetochore-associated frac-
tion would not affect the overall yield of our immunoprecip-
itation experiments we cannot rule out that only hNup133
and hNup107 (which directly interact with each other) asso-
ciate with the kinetochores.
Although we demonstrated that hNup133 is a stable con-
stituent of NPC during interphase, both FRAP and FLIP
experiments showed that the kinetochore fraction of GFP3-
hNup133 exchanges with the diffuse cytoplasmic pool. 30%
of the kinetochore-bound pool exchanged with the cyto-
plasm every minute, and we detected no change in the rate
of this exchange from prometaphase to anaphase. The re-
covery during FRAP experiments shows clearly that the mi-
totic cytoplasm contains kinetochore-binding competent
hNup133 molecules and that interaction of this nucleoporin
with kinetochores is dynamic. In addition, these pho-
tobleaching experiments also pointed to a significant immo-
bile fraction of  34% of hNup133 on kinetochores, sug-
gesting the presence of a second higher affinity binding site
for this nucleoporin on kinetochores.
Interestingly, while this work was in progress Mad1 and
Mad2, two mitotic checkpoint proteins that transiently asso-
ciate with the kinetochores during mitosis (for review see
Shah et al., 2000), were described as being localized to the
nucleocytoplasmic face of the NPC throughout interphase
(Campbell et al., 2001). Conversely, the mRNA export fac-
tor hRae1 was shown to interact with the mitotic checkpoint
protein mBUB1 and to be localized at kinetochores of
Figure 8. A fraction of endogenous hNup107 and 
hNup133 colocalizes with kinetochores in mitosis. 
(A) Mitotic HeLa cells were labeled with CREST 
serum, DAPI, and as indicated affinity purified anti-
bodies against the NH2-terminal domain of hNup107 
( -hNup107-N) or its COOH-terminal domain 
( -hNup107-C). Superimposition of the hNup107 
(green) and CREST (red) signals are presented. Top, 
higher magnifications of the insets; bottom, DAPI. (B) 
HeLa cells at various stages of the cell cycle were 
labeled with anti-hNup133 (green), CREST serum 
(red), and DAPI. Digital confocal micrographs of cells 
respectively in interphase (a), prophase (b), metaphase 
(c), early anaphase (d), late anaphase (e), and telo-
phase (f) are presented. Bars, 5  m.hNup133-Nup107 NPC subcomplex and kinetochores | Belgareh et al. 1157
prometaphase chromosome (Wang et al., 2001). In addition,
a few other proteins including a fraction of the SUMO-1–
modified form of RanGAP1 (Matunis et al., 1996), a frac-
tion of tankyrase (Smith and de Lange, 1999), and the
PCB68 antigen (Theodoropoulos et al., 1999), have been re-
ported previously to relocalize from the NPCs to microtu-
bule-associated structures during mitosis. Finally, it was dem-
onstrated recently that a mutation in the S. cerevisiae
nucleoporin gene NUP170 leads to defects in chromosome
transmission fidelity and kinetochore integrity in this organ-
ism (Kerscher et al., 2001). Together with the involvement of
the nuclear transport factor Ran in mitotic spindle formation
(for review see Azuma and Dasso, 2000), these data support
the notion that the nucleocytoplasmic transport and mitotic
machineries contain multiple shared components. They fur-
ther suggest that the shared localization of a subset of NPC/
kinetochore constituents may be an important and so far ne-
glected aspect of cell division or nuclear transport.
What could be the function(s) of these structural nuclear
pore constituents at the kinetochores? One hypothesis is that
this fraction of hNup133 and hNup107 may act as “kineto-
chore-associated passenger proteins” that use kinetochores as
a means of conveyance to be positioned correctly during the
subsequent mitotic events (for review see Adams et al.,
2001). Unlike the currently described bona fide “passenger
proteins,” this minor pool of nucleoporins does not redis-
tribute to the spindle midzone in anaphase but persists as a
distinctly localized pool during nuclear envelope assembly in
late anaphase and would possibly be positioned properly to
allow the assembly of a specific subset of NPCs in late
anaphase or early telophase. Alternatively, hNup133 and
hNup107 may play a specific role on kinetochores in mitotic
cells. Although the dynamics of kinetochores constituents
had been addressed so far only for Mad2 (Howell et al.,
2000), our photobleaching experiments, demonstrating that
the interaction of hNup133 with kinetochores is dynamic,
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argues against hNup133 as a structural constituent of kinet-
ochores. Conversely, the dissociation rate of hNup133 from
kinetochores is about fivefold slower than the one measured
previously for GFP-Mad2 (Howell et al., 2000). This and
the fact that hNup133 kinetochore localization is main-
tained even through the early stages of nuclear assembly in
late anaphase actually argues against a direct involvement of
hNup133 in the “spindle assembly” checkpoint. Although
the function of the kinetochore fraction of hNup107/
hNup133 still remains to be determined (a study that will
probably be complicated by their dual NPC/kinetochore lo-
calization), it is intriguing to speculate that these nucleopor-
ins could provide a link between cell cycle control and NPC
disassembly/assembly, a question currently under investiga-
tion in our laboratories.
Materials and methods
Identification, cDNA cloning, and GFP-tagging of hNup133
and hNup107
Two distinct S. pombe homologues of scNup133, subsequently referred
to as spNup133a (sequence data available from EMBL/GenBank/DDBJ
under accession no. CAB87368.1; SPBP35G2.06c gene product) and
spNup133b (accession no. CAB55845.1; SPAC1805.4 gene product) were
initially identified by using the S. pombe BLAST server at the Sanger Center
(Cambridge, UK). Further BLAST searches using these two sequences sub-
sequently helped us to identify several human ESTs encoding a protein
100% identical to the Homo sapiens hypothetical protein FLJ10814 mRNA
(NM_018230). A 3.9-kb I.M.A.G.E. Consortium (LLNL) human cDNA
clone (ID 1069918) (Lennon et al., 1996), encoding most of hNup133 ORF
(amino acids 12–1156), was obtained from the Resource Center of the
German Human Genome Project at the Max-Planck-Institut for Molecu-
lar Genetics (http://www.rzpd.de). This cDNA was subcloned into the
pEGFP3-C1 vector that contains a triple GFP concatamer constructed in
pEGFP-C1 (Daigle et al., 2001).
Figure 9. Turnover of GFP3-hNup133 on kinetochores. (A and B) GFP3-hNup133 binding to kinetochores was analyzed by FRAP (A) or FLIP 
(B) experiments in stable NRK cells. Bleach regions are outlined in the prebleach images. Note the incomplete recovery in FRAP after 8 min 
(A, 8:15) and the significant fluorescence remaining on kinetochores after cytoplasmic fluorescence was depleted to background in the FLIP 
(B, 5:13). (C) Plot of mean kinetochore recovery over time of FRAP experiments similar to A. Error bars are standard deviations (n   10). (D) 
Plot of mean kinetochore (gray) and cytoplasmic (black) intensity over time with standard deviation (n   5) of FLIP experiments similar to B. 
See also Fig. S3 and supplemental methods available at http://www.jcb.org/content/vol154/issue6. Bars, 5  m.hNup133-Nup107 NPC subcomplex and kinetochores | Belgareh et al. 1159
A human Nup107 cDNA was obtained from total human RNA by re-
verse transcriptase-PCR amplification with PCR primers designed by using
human EST sequences homologous to the rat NUP107 cDNA sequence
(Radu et al., 1994). The primary sequence of hNup107 (which we found
identical to NP_065134) revealed 91.6% identity to the published rat
Nup107 peptide sequence (Radu et al., 1994). For in vivo studies, the
hNup107 cDNA was subcloned into pEGFP3-C1.
Yeast two-hybrid screening
Two-hybrid screens using as bait either full-length scNup133 or sc N-
Nup133 (Doye et al., 1994) cloned into pAS   or hNup133 cloned into
pLex12 were performed by a mating strategy as described (Fromont-Racine
et al., 1997, 2000) with the FRYL S. cerevisiae genomic library (Fromont-
Racine et al., 1997) or a human Jurkat cell line cDNA library (Jullien-Flores
et al., 1995). To investigate pairwise interactions between Nup133 and
Nup84/Nup107 from various organisms, the spNup133a, spNup133b, and
hNup133 cDNAs were also cloned into the pAS   vector. Two-hybrid
preys either recovered from the previous screens or constructed using
pACTII were transformed into the Y187 strain (Fromont-Racine et al.,
1997). Bait and prey strains were mated in rich medium, and diploids were
tested on histidine-free medium containing 5 mM 3-aminotriazole.
Antibodies, immunofluorescence, and
immunoelectron microscopy
Polyclonal antibodies against hNup133 and hNup107 were obtained
by injecting recombinant GST-hNup133, 6His-hNup107-N, or 6His-
hNup107-C into rabbits (Agrobio). The anti-hNup133 serum was depleted
of GST antibodies and affinity purified using GST-hNup133 immobilized
on an NHS-activated column. The anti–hNup107-N and anti–hNup107-C
antibodies were affinity purified against recombinant GST-hNup107-N
and GST-hNup107-C, respectively. Anti–lamin B (Guilly et al., 1987) and
autoimmune CREST serum were obtained from J.C. Courvalin (Institut J.
Monad, Paris, France), guinea pig anti-p62 (Cordes et al., 1991) was a gift
from G. Krohne (Biocenter of the University, Würzburg, Germany); SA1
monoclonal antibody against Nup153 (Bodoor et al., 1999) was provided
by Ricardo Bastos (University of Barcelona, Barcelona, Spain); monoclonal
anti-p150
Glued was from Transduction Laboratories. Secondary antibodies
were purchased from Jackson ImmunoResearch Laboratories, Inc.
For immunofluorescence, cells were either fixed for 20 min in 3% fresh
paraformaldehyde and permeabilized with 0.5% Triton X-100 or fixed for
5 min in methanol at  20 C. Ultracryomicrotomy and immunogold label-
ing of HeLa cells fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde was performed as de-
scribed (Raposo et al., 1997).
Immunoprecipitation, MALDI-TOF, and Q-TOF
spectrometry identification
Immunoprecipitation experiments from HeLa whole cell extracts (2   10
6
cells) were performed essentially as described (Grandi et al., 1997) using
25  l of crude sera or 6  g of affinity purified anti-hNup133 antibody
bound to 25  l Affi-prep protein A matrix (Bio-Rad Laboratories). For some
experiments, HeLa cells synchronized using a double thymidine block
were accumulated in prometaphase using 1 M nocodazole and collected
by shake-off 4 h after nocodazole addition.
For MALDI-TOF or Q-TOF spectrometry analysis, protein spots were
cut off from silver-stained polyacrylamide gels and digested in gel slices
with trypsin as described (Shevchenko et al., 1996). Digests were resus-
pended in 20  l formic acid 1%, desalted using Zip Tips C18 from Milli-
pore, dried, and dissolved in 3  l of formic acid 1%. The sample and the
matrix (a saturated solution of 2,5-dihydroxybenzoic acid in TFA 0.1%)
were loaded on the target using the dried droplet method. MALDI-TOF
spectra of the peptides were obtained with a Voyager-DE STR Biospec-
trometry Workstation mass spectrometer (PE Corp.) and were calibrated
externally using Des-Arg bradykin and ACTH peptides and internally using
the trypsin autoproteolysis products. Data mining was performed using the
ProFound software. A mass deviation of 0.1 D was allowed in the database
searches. For Q-TOF spectrometry identification, the dried trypsin digests
were dissolved in 3  l of a mixture of water, formic acid, and methanol
(49:1:50) and were analyzed by MS/MS on a nanoESI Q-TOF mass spec-
trometer (Micromass).
Photobleaching experiments and four-dimensional
confocal microscopy
Photobleaching experiments and four-dimensional confocal microscopy
were performed on a custom made ZEISS LSM510 system essentially as de-
scribed (Zaal et al., 1999; Daigle et al., 2001). For three-dimensional re-
construction of confocal z-stacks, individual images were processed with
an anisotropic diffusion filter to remove background noise while preserv-
ing edge information (Tvarusko et al., 1999). Then, chromosomes and ki-
netochores were segmented by thresholding and surface rendered using
Amira (Template Graphics Software, Inc.).
FRAP experiments on kinetochores were started in prometaphase to al-
low maximum recovery time before anaphase onset. Bleaching was per-
formed on the outlined regions in three optical sections (field width half
maximum   1.6  m) distributed over the metaphase plate and completely
bleached all kinetochores (unpublished data). Recovery was monitored ev-
ery minute on three different focal planes spaced 1.5  m apart in the cen-
ter of the metaphase plate. In FLIP experiments, bleaching was repeated on
the outlined cytoplasmic regions every 10 s from early metaphase to the
onset of anaphase. One image was acquired after each bleach to monitor
depletion of fluorescence from cytoplasm and kinetochores. Mean fluores-
cence intensity of the cytoplasm and the kinetochores was quantitated us-
ing the public domain software ImageJ (http://rsb.info.nih.gov/ij). Kineto-
chores were measured with constant circular regions centered on their
peak intensity using an ImageJ macro. The values measured for all kineto-
chores at the same time point were averaged. Since optical slice thickness
of 1.6  m far exceeds the diameter of a kinetochore, we assumed that cy-
toplasmic GFP3-hNup133 contributes equally to kinetochore regions.
Thus, to obtain GFP3-hNup133 bound to kinetochores mean cytoplasmic
intensity was subtracted from mean kinetochore intensity. Bleaching due
to the acquisition was corrected and was  10% in all experiments. For
comparison, prebleach intensities were normalized to 1.
Online supplemental material
ClustalW alignment of scNup133 and scNup120 homologues (Figs. S1 and
S2), Quicktime videos of the sequences shown in Fig. 4 A (videos 1 and 2)
and Fig. 6 (videos 3 and 4), representative data set with theoretical fit from
FRAP and FLIP experiment shown in Fig. 9 (Fig. S3), and the corresponding
kinetic analysis that allowed us to determine the koff from FRAP and FLIP
experiments are provided as supplemental material. Supplemental material
is available at http://www.jcb.org/content/vol154/issue6.
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